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Changes in the local electronic structure at atoms around Li sites in the olivine phase of LiFePO4 were studied
during delithiation. Electron energy loss spectrometry was used for measuring shifts and intensities of the
near-edge structure at theK-edge of O and at theL-edges of P and Fe. Electronic structure calculations were
performed on these materials with a plane-wave pseudopotential code and with an atomic multiplet code
with crystal fields. It is found that both Fe and O atoms accommodate some of the charge around the Li+ ion,
evidently in a hybridized Fe-O state. The O 2p levels appear to be fully occupied at the composition LiFePO4.
With delithiation, however, these states are partially emptied, suggestive of a more covalent bonding to the
oxygen atom in FePO4 as compared to LiFePO4. The same behavior is found for the white lines at the Fe
L2,3-edges, which also undergo a shift in energy upon delithiation. A charge transfer of up to 0.48 electrons
is found at the Fe atoms, as determined from white line intensity variations after delithiation, while the remaining
charge is compensated by O atoms. No changes are evident at the PL2,3-edges.

Introduction

The olivine phase of LiFePO4 is drawing much interest as a
promising cathode material for rechargeable lithium ion bat-
teries. It is nontoxic, nonhygroscopic, chemically stable, envi-
ronmentally friendly, and inexpensive.1-3 It has a discharge
voltage of 3.5 V vs Li/Li+ and a high theoretical capacity of
170 mAh/g. The small volumetric expansion and structural
changes during Li+ insertion and extraction are believed to be
beneficial to a high cycle life.4 There are problems with its low
electronic conductivity, but there are practical approaches to
improving conductivity by doping with supervalent cations5 or
carbon coating6,7 or by reducing the particle size.8

LiFePO4 occurs in nature as the mineral triphylite, and its
delithiated counterpart, FePO4, is known as heterosite. At room
temperature, both phases are olivine type orthorhombic struc-
tures. Lithium atoms are present as chains in the channels along
the b-axis in LiFePO4.1,2 For intermediate compositions of
lithium in Li xFePO4, where 0< x < 1, the material is a two-
phase system consisting of both heterosite and triphylite in
proportions consistent with the overall lithium content.1 Re-
cently, Yamada et al. suggested that LixFePO4 is a mixture of
Li 0.05FePO4 and Li0.89FePO4.9 At temperatures around 350°C,
a new disordered phase appears, having the same olivine
structure and lattice parameters intermediate between those of
heterosite and triphylite.10 Lithium atoms are distributed uni-
formly in this new solid solution phase at high temperatures.

Theoretical and experimental work has been done to under-
stand the electronic structure and phase transitions in LiFePO4

during lithium insertion and extraction. The charge compensa-
tion and phase separation in the electrochemical lithiation
reaction are generally attributed to the reduction of Fe3+ to

Fe2+.1,11,12It has been suggested that the PO4
3- polyanion lowers

the Fermi level and hence raises the cell potential and maintains
a stable structural framework through strong P-O covalent
bonds.2,3,13,14Density functional theory (DFT) calculations show
that Fe 3d states dominate the bottom of the conduction bands
in both LiFePO4 and FePO4. The unoccupied Fe 3d states may
have more mixing with O 2p states in FePO4 than in LiFePO4.15

Unfortunately, the two-phase region of the phase diagram is
not predicted by standard DFT methods, although DFT+U
methods give more accurate predictions of the phase diagram
and electrochemical potentials.12,16

The shift of the FeK-edge of up to 4.3 eV during delithiation,
observed using in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS),
has been attributed to oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+.17 Mössbauer
spectroscopy also provides evidence for transitions between Fe2+

and Fe3+ during lithiation and delithiation.18 A study of the
valence-related Fe 3d electronic states was performed with soft
X-ray absorption and emission spectroscopies.15 An upward shift
of about 2 eV at the FeL3 peak and a stronger bonding character
of the Fe 3d and O 2p orbitals were detected after delithiation.
These changes were attributed to the Fe2+ to Fe3+ oxidation
and a large charge transfer from ligand O 2p to Fe 3d states.
High-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)
measurements also showed a shift of FeL-edges and the
presence of a new peak at the OK-edge after delithiation.19

Peaks at theL-edges in the EELS spectra of transition metals
are called white lines because they were originally observed as
overexposed regions on the photographic film used to record
XAS spectra.20 These intense sharp peaks represent electronic
transitions from occupied 2p core states to empty 3d states.

In this paper, we quantify the charge compensation during
lithium extraction from LiFePO4 by using EELS with compu-
tational support. A shift of 1.4 eV at Fe white lines is detected
after delithiation. Quantification of the near-edge structure at
Fe white lines and the OK-edge shows that the Fe and O atoms
play equal roles in charge compensation upon delithiation.
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Experimental

Powders of LiFePO4 were prepared by a solid-state reaction.
Iron oxalate [Fe(C2O4)‚2H2O], ammonium dihydrogen phos-
phate (NH4H2PO4), and lithium carbonate (Li2CO3) were mixed
in the molar ratio 1:1:0.5 and then ball milled in acetone for 12
h. The paste was dried at 60°C in vacuum. The mixture was
then reground and heated in a nitrogen atmosphere at 700°C
for 24 h. Aqueous potassium persulfate (K2S2O8) solution was
used to chemically delithiate LiFePO4 to achieve Li0.6FePO4

and FePO4. Measurements on individual crystals of Li0.6FePO4

may not properly reflect the overall composition because the
crystal may contain only one phase of the two-phase mixture.
To achieve chemical homogeneity in the partially delithiated
material, the Li0.6FePO4 powder was prepared as a disordered
solid solution by heating to 380°C in an evacuated glass ampule
and quenching the sealed ampule into water, as described
elsewhere.21

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were measured with a
Philips PW3040-Pro diffractometer using Cu KR radiation (λ
) 0.15046 nm). Silicon powder was mixed with the samples
as a standard to ensure accuracy in peak position determination.
Rietveld refinement was then used to determine the compositions
and structures.

For transmission electron microscopy analysis, the samples
were crushed with a mortar and pestle in alcohol and the powder
was dispersed on a holey carbon grid. EELS data were acquired
using a postcolumn Gatan 666 parallel EELS spectrometer
installed on a Philips EM420 electron microscope operating at
100 kV. The typical area of analysis is about 104 nm2, which
was sufficiently large to average out the possible compositional
fluctuations within the examined particles. The energy resolution
was about 1.5 eV with an energy dispersion of 0.5 eV per
channel. The experimental spectra were deconvoluted using a
Fourier-log method to remove plural scattering.22 A power-law
fit was performed to the background just before the onset of
each ionization edge, and the estimated background was then
subtracted from the data.23

Electronic Structure Calculations

Calculations of the electronic structure were performed for a
four-formula unit cell for LixFePO4 (x ) 1 and 0). The VASP24,25

(Vienna ab initio simulation program) code was used with
projector augmented wave potentials in the generalized gradient
approximation. Calculations were performed for both ferro-
magnetic and antiferromagnetic configurations of the iron atoms.
Following Zhou et al.,16,26 we also examined the effect of the
self-energy U, which was set to 4.3 eV. The initial coordinates
were taken from Tang and Holzwarth,27 and a full relaxation
of the unit cell and atomic positions was performed. A plane
wave energy cutoff of 500 eV was used in conjunction with a
9 × 2 × 7 k point grid (corresponding to 20 irreducible k points)
to obtain an energy convergence to 0.001 eV/atom. For density
of states (DOS) calculations, the atom positions were taken from
a converged calculation and the number of bands calculated
was increased to 130. The DOS was evaluated by convoluting
appropriately weighted individual band energies at each k point
with a Gaussian of width 1.5 eV, giving a resolution that
matched the experimental data.

To understand possible charge transfers, it is useful to
apportion the total charge among the different atoms in the unit
cell. This can be done in various ways. One accepted technique
is to calculate the charge in spheres centered at the atom
positions. Because there is no rigorous procedure for selecting
sphere size, the relative charge associated with each atom, or

for that matter the division of charge between atoms and an
interstitial region, can be arbitrary. Instead, we have chosen to
follow the procedure of Bader,28 where the division is made
along contour lines following the interatomic peaks in the charge
density. This gives an unambiguous division of charge among
the unit cell constituent atoms.

Features in the EELS fine structures of transition metal
compounds can be influenced by both atomic and solid-state
electronic effects. The shapes of transition metalL2,3-edges can
be altered significantly by atomic multiplets arising from the
overlap of the radial wave functions for the 2p hole and holes
in the partially filled 3d band. Final states must be calculated
by vector coupling of the 2p and 3d wave functions. This strong,
purely atomic, effect is only partly screened in the solid state,
meaning that features in spectra are comparable for solids and
isolated atoms. The initial and final states are specified as a
sum of terms in the LS coupling scheme. For example, for Fe2+,
the initial state configuration would be 2p63d6 and the final state
would be 2p53d.7 The initial ground state5D2 is given by Hund’s
rule. Transitions calculated with a dipole selection rule give∆J
as -1, 0, 1. In this case, there are 110 terms allowed for the
final state, giving 68 distinct transitions. The strengths of the
various transitions are calculated from the appropriate matrix
elements from the Hamiltonian.

The first two terms of this Hamiltonian, the kinetic energy
and the electron-nuclear Coulombic interaction, are the same
for all electrons in a configuration. Only the last two terms, the
electron-electron interaction and the spin-orbit coupling, need
to be considered. In practice, for transition element ions, it has
been found necessary to reduce the pd exchange integrals by
20% from the values calculated using the Hartree-Fock wave
functions.

The oxygen atoms neighboring the Fe ion add a crystal field
that is represented as a sum of spherical harmonics and can be
treated as a perturbation to the atomic multiplet calculation. The
main effect is to change the local symmetry from spherical to
octahedral. The strength of this crystal field is specified by 10Dq,
which can be determined from the separation between the t2g

and the eg molecular orbitals. Because contributions from these
orbitals could not be directly identified from the densities of
states, we varied 10Dq between 1 and 3.5 eV to best match the
experimental FeL2,3-spectrum. Calculations of some transition
metal white line intensities in octahedral and tetrahedral
symmetry are given by Van der Laan and Kirkman.29 A detailed
description of multiplet theory applied to inner shell spectros-
copy can be found in the review by de Groot,30 whose codes
were used in the present work.

Results

At room temperature, XRD patterns of LiFePO4 and FePO4
are readily indexed as single-phase triphylite and heterosite
(Figure 1). The diffraction pattern from the disordered
Li0.6FePO4 is also characteristic of a single-phase material.
Figure 1 indicates that the quenched material preserves its
disordered structure well at room temperature, because of the
sluggish kinetics of the unmixing process at temperatures below
200 °C.

Figure 2 shows EELS measurements of PL2,3-edges of the
samples. The peak positions and fine structures are similar for
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all samples. No changes in these P spectra were observed during
delithiation or thermal treatment. The low-energy EELS spectra
in Figure 3 are complicated by the overlap of the LiK-edge
and FeM2,3-edge. Quantification is not possible, but qualitative
features are visible. The peaks in this area (indicated as A, B,
and C) vary in their intensities and shapes. Peak A at 55 eV
and peak C at 65 eV in the triphylite phase belong to the Li
K-edge, so the intensities of these features give semiquantitative
information about the Li content in the material. These features
are less evident in the disordered sample than in LiFePO4. Peak
B around 58 eV contains significant contributions from both
the Li K-edge and the FeM2,3-edge. It is broad in the fully
lithiated LiFePO4 and becomes sharper in the disordered phase
containing less lithium. This peak actually grows during
delithiation, indicating that FeM2,3-edge may gain intensity
when lithium is extracted from the materials.

Figure 4 shows a change in the OK-edge with delithiation.
A prepeak (labeled A) at 528 eV is found in the delithiated
material. It is almost negligible in the triphylite (LiFePO4) but
is distinct in the fully delithiated sample. In the disordered
sample with composition Li0.6FePO4, this prepeak is also present
but its intensity is only 27% of that in the heterosite phase. The

main peak of the OK-edge (531-547 eV with a maximum at
535.6 eV) is similar for all samples.

Figure 5a shows changes in the Fe white lines with delithia-
tion. The intensities of the sharp lines themselves scale with
the number of unoccupied 3d states at the Fe atom.31,32 The
intensity under the white lines contains contributions from
excitations to both 3d bound states and continuum states. The
continuum contribution was determined by using a two-segment
line model to extract the bound state contribution accurately.32

With delithiation, the Fe white lines also undergo an upward
shift in energy. The centroid of theL3 peak is plotted in Figure
5b. In the fully delithiated heterosite phase, the shift is 1.4 eV.

Figure 1. Indexed X-ray powder diffraction patterns from samples of
Li xFePO4 with different states of lithiation, with Si as an internal
standard.

Figure 2. P L2,3-edge from LixFePO4. The spectra were normalized
with a 50 eV window after theL2 peak.

Figure 3. Li K-edge and FeM2,3-edge from LixFePO4. The spectra
were normalized with a 50 eV window after the peak.

Figure 4. O K-edge from LixFePO4. The spectra were normalized with
a 40 eV window after the main peak.
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A variation of Fe white line intensity is also observed (Figure
5c). Fromx ) 1 to x ) 0, the total intensity of theL2 andL3

white lines increases by 15%, indicating a depletion of Fe 3d
electrons, while the increase is about 7% in the disordered
sample of Li0.6FePO4.

The calculated densities of Fe d states and O p states of one
formula unit for LiFePO4 and FePO4 in the antiferromagnetic
configuration forU ) 4.3 eV are shown in Figures 6 and 7,
respectively. At the resolution of the experimental data, which
was matched in the calculations, no differences could be seen
between densities of states for ferromagnetic and antiferromag-
netic configurations or for different values ofU. Charges
associated with the oxygen and iron atoms as given by the Bader
analysis are presented in Table 1. There is a loss of one electron
from LiFePO4 to FePO4 per chemical formula, indicating that
only Fe and O contribute to the charge compensation. Multiplet

calculations for Fe2+ and Fe3+ are shown in Figure 8. Setting
10Dq to 3 eV gives the best fit to the experimental peak shape.
The shift between the centroids of Fe2+ and Fe3+ L3 peaks is
then 1.87 eV.

Discussion

Significant changes were observed at the Fe white lines after
delithiation. The upward shift of about 1.4 eV after delithiation
indicates an increase in the difference between the bonding
energy of the localized Fe 2p levels and the outer delocalized
Fe 3d levels in the materials. Such a shift can be caused by a
valence change of the atom, although changes in the structural
and chemical environment surrounding the atom can cause small
shifts in white lines. The shift between theL3 peaks for Fe2+

and Fe3+ is 1.87 eV when calculated using the atomic multiplets
codes with 10Dq set at 3 eV. This is in reasonable agreement

Figure 5. (a) FeL2,3-edges from LixFePO4. The spectra were normalized with a 40 eV window after theL2 peak. The measured shift of theL3

centroid and the normalized white line intensities are plotted in parts b and c.

Figure 6. VASP calculation of Fe 3d partial DOS per formula unit.
The intensity above the Fermi level corresponds to the intensity of white
lines in EELS spectra. A 14% increase of the unoccupied states from
LiFePO4 to FePO4 is predicted.

Figure 7. VASP calculation of the O 2p partial DOS per formula unit.
The intensity from 0 to 3 eV above the Fermi level corresponds to the
intensity of the experimental prepeak.
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with the experimental value of 1.4 eV (Figure 8). The atomic
multiplet approach is best-suited to describing systems that are
mainly ionic in character, with limited covalent bonding to
nearest neighbors described by the crystal field. This might not
apply to the LiFePO4, FePO4 system, as partly evidenced by
the large value of 10Dq needed to bring about some measure
of agreement with experiment. We therefore expect less than a
full electron transfer to the Fe atom with lithiation. This may
also be the cause of the discrepancy between the intensity of
the L2 peak of the experimental and calculated spectra.

More information about the electronic states of Fe atoms is
available from the intensities of the normalized Fe white lines.
The total white line intensity of the FePO4 phase is 15% larger
than that of the LiFePO4 phase. This indicates that with
delithiation, more electrons are removed from the Fe 3d levels,
and Fe2+ is oxidized to a higher valence. This is in agreement
with the VASP electronic structure calculations that show a 14%
increase in the proportion of unoccupied d states when going
from LiFePO4 to FePO4 (Figure 6). There are 3.2 holes in the
Fe 3d states per formula unit in LiFePO4 as indicated by the
VASP calculations. A 15% increase of white line intensity
corresponds to a depletion of 0.48 electrons per Li atom. From
the pseudopotential computational work, the Bader analysis of
the charge density from the VASP calculations shows that the
iron is responsible for 45% of the charge compensation.
Evidently, Fe atoms are not responsible for all of the charge
compensation in LiFePO4 during delithiation and lithiation.

In the disordered sample of Li0.6FePO4, the increase of the
white line intensity is about 7%, corresponding to a removal of
0.22 electrons. Considering that 0.48 electrons are removed in
fully delithiated FePO4, this value is consistent with the overall
composition.

At the OK-edge, the most visible change with delithiation is
the increase in the prepeak intensity at 528 eV. This prepeak
originates from electron transitions from a 1s core state to states
with 2p character at oxygen atoms. Because the number of
available holes in these 2p states is determined by the extent of
the orbital hybridization with adjacent atoms, this prepeak
provides information on the bonding of the oxygen atoms.33 In
LiFePO4, the prepeak is not present, indicating that all six 2p
states of oxygen atoms are fully occupied. No 1s to 2p transition
can occur. In the fully delithiated FePO4 phase, the prepeak

intensity increases significantly, indicating more hybridization
between oxygen and surrounding atoms, and more covalent
bonding. The prepeak is also visible in the VASP calculations
of the oxygen p DOS (Figure 7). The calculated ratio of prepeak
to integrated p DOS, from 3 to 14 eV above the Fermi level, is
14%, which can be compared directly to the experimental
measurement of 8% in the same energy range, since the matrix
element for the inelastic scattering slowly varies over this small
range of energy. These results also agree with results from soft
XAS measurements.15 The prepeak in the disordered sample of
Li 0.6FePO4 is about 27% of that in the FePO4 phase, showing
a reasonable trend with lithiation as the extra electrons associated
with the Li+ are accommodated in part by O 2p states that are
more covalently bonded to Fe. The oxygen atoms in LiFePO4

and FePO4 have three inequivalent sites.18 EELS measurements
cannot separate these three contributions. Nevertheless, because
no changes are observed at the PK-edge and the P-O bonds
have been shown to undergo minimal shrinking during lithium
removal,18 we expect that the increase of the prepeak intensity
is contributed mainly by the oxygen atoms bonded to Fe. We
therefore suggest that the electron removed with Li+ during
delithiation is donated by electronic states that are hybrids of
the O 2p and Fe 3d states.

Conclusions

The olivine phases of triphylite LiFePO4, heterosite FePO4,
and a disordered solid solution of Li0.6FePO4 were studied by
EELS and electronic structure calculations. A shift of about 1.4
eV at Fe white lines was detected after delithiation. A charge
transfer up to 0.48 electrons from iron is observed from the
variation in the experimental Fe white line intensity. Both
experimental and theoretical data show oxidation of Fe after
delithiation. Electronic structure calculations and the presence
of a prepeak on the oxygenK-edge of FePO4 indicate that only
about half of the charge compensation takes place on the iron
atoms while the remainder takes place on oxygen atoms. The
2p states at oxygen atoms are fully occupied in LiFePO4, but
there is some emptying of these states in the delithiated material.
The oxygen atoms are more covalently bonded in FePO4 than
in LiFePO4. Finally, we observed that the high-temperature
disordered phase of Li0.6FePO4 was kinetically stable at room
temperature.
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